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 PUBLIC HISTORY PROJECT 
 

 
“Turning the Pages of Time: A Handbook for Book Preservation” 

 
     by Stan Prager 
 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
 

Today’s digital formats and web technology cast an undeniable shadow of obsolescence 

over books in their current form.  Tablets and e-readers are usurping the role of the traditional 

book with greater rapidity than most could have imagined even a few short years ago.  Book 

stores on main streets and malls in America are closing up even faster than florist shops as online 

content takes over. Books continue to be published in huge numbers despite these factors, and 

online shopping has supplanted the vanishing brick-and-mortar alternative, but as broadband 

access increases and e-ink technology improves, is the book’s long-term survival as a viable 

format realistic?  Probably not.  As books fall out of fashion, as a graying population of loyal 

book owners pass on, as empty-nesters downsize, as the reality sinks in that thousands of titles 

can be downloaded to an ever more improved e-reader handheld device, what will happen to the 

books that now line the shelves of millions of people?  Will they be sold at tag sales, donated to 

Goodwill, or simply end up abandoned to some landfill?  Are book graveyards the ineluctable 

fate of the “dead trees” that now so proudly line our shelves? 

On a related theme, I served as an elected Library Trustee in the town of East 

Longmeadow, MA for three years, where I sometimes saw the institution of the library assailed 

by taxpayers as anachronistic.  Aren’t books on their way out?  It’s an interesting perspective.  

One of the reasons I am pursuing a graduate degree in Public History is because the technology 

of digitizing information is exciting to me.  Books, like music, are simply containers of 
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information: it is all a matter of formats – from Edison’s cylinders to vinyl to eight-track to 

cassette to CD’s to MP3’s;  papyrus to vellum to paper to e-ink. I believe that a strong focus on 

scanning printed matter into the ever-growing digital library is a lofty goal. But does that mean 

we need to give up our books?  While I argued strenuously that the library is the intellectual 

center of the community, that books are only one format for the kind of data that must be stored 

for reading and research, and while I did and do champion the emerging technologies of 

digitizing the printed page to extend its lifespan, it occurred to me that these books – when books 

are no longer common – will be the primary sources of future historians and therefore must be 

preserved.   

I have no doubt that elements of this esoteric discussion will persist for some time to 

come, but in the meantime, we must seriously consider the preservation of books.  Books, 

scanned or not, are the primary sources that serve as fundamental constructs of the wild ride to 

digitization that lies ahead.  A focused effort to digitize that marshaled every available resource 

would still require a gargantuan effort to scan in even a fraction of all the books that exist in all 

the world’s collections. Moreover, digital records can be erased, overwritten, maliciously 

changed in a 1984-ish manipulation to suit those who have the power to control information. 

Brewster Kahle reminds us that a compelling “. . . reason to preserve the physical book that has 

been digitized is that it is the authentic and original version that can be used as a reference in the 

future. If there is ever a controversy about the digital version, the original can be examined.”1  

The ink is indeed indelible, both practically and figuratively. Barclay Ogden argues 

persuasively: 

                                                 
1 Brewster Kahle, “Why Preserve Books? The New Physical Archive of the Internet Archive, ” Internet Archive 
Blogs, June 2011, http://blog.archive.org/2011/06/06/why-preserve-books-the-new-physical-archive-of-the-internet-
archive/ , accessed September 5, 2012, 1. 
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Whether proof of authenticity, “evidence” of manufacture, or technological or artistic 
expression, at least part of the scholarly value of the record is inseparable from its format. 
Can a copy, no matter how good, of a book or document offer the same proof of 
authenticity as the book or document in original form? . . .  When the original form or 
format contributes to the scholarly value of the record, the record becomes an artifact. 
Consequently, the original format of an artifact cannot be destroyed without reducing the 
record’s scholarly value.2 
 

 The books must endure, as original documents of data, as primary sources for the future 

of information, as items of historical import to communicate what once was for those for those of 

another era. With that in mind, the topic of book preservation is not only important: it is critical, 

it is urgent, it is essential. In the past preservation was all about rare books – what happens when 

all books become rare? Do most people know the proper way to store books, and under what 

kinds of conditions?3 How many recognize that the greatest danger to the long-term survival of 

library books is the photocopier?4  That is the nature of my mission here.  

The genesis of this project was very personal. I am someone whom in older, more polite 

elite circles would once have been termed a “bibliophile.”  I prefer to call myself a book nerd.  I 

love books – always have – and have collected them since I was a child.  Although I own a 

computer services company and am highly engaged with technology on a personal and 

professional level, I prefer cradling a book in my lap to holding a tablet. My own book collection 

– primarily non-fiction with history as the focal point, although there is also a significant 

literature component – is comprised of more than two thousand volumes, much of these neatly 

organized and displayed on bookcases throughout my home. Very little is rare or collectible, yet 

                                                 
2 Barclay Ogden, “On the Preservation of Books and Documents in Original Form,” October 1989, 
http://cool.conservation-us.org/byauth/ogden/origform.html, accessed September 5, 2012. 
3 “Care, Handling, and Storage of Books,” Preservation, Library of Congress, 1, 
http://www.loc.gov/preservation/care/books.html, accessed September 4, 2012. 
4 “Photocopying of Library and Archive Materials,” National Preservation Office, British Library, February 2000, 1, 
http://www.bl.uk/blpac/pdf/photocopy.pdf, accessed September 3, 2012, 1. 
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a recent appraisal valued my collection at over $22,000.  Unlike most people, I handle my books 

like precious artifacts, so most of my volumes appear to be in mint condition. I wondered one 

day: what should I do to ensure they remain pristine like this?  What steps can be taken to avoid 

the natural deterioration that occurs in all materials over time? How can I preserve my collection 

for the remainder of my lifetime and then its eventual donation to a relative or friend or 

institution when I no longer walk the earth? Because I passionately believe that books must be 

preserved – not only my books, not only the books in the East Longmeadow Library, but all the 

books that matter.   

 

A HANDBOOK FOR BOOK PRESERVATION 

 

 If books are no longer produced, then all books then become rare, perhaps not instantly, 

but ultimately. Because such an eventuality is pending, despite the horror of the bibliophile at 

such a prospect, it is therefore incumbent upon those of us who possess or manage a collection of 

books to devote our energy and care to such collection to extend its life as long as possible under 

ordinary circumstances. That is the purpose of this handbook, to serve as a useful tool to the 

librarian, archivist or bibliophile, that the amateur or professional can utilize as a guidebook for 

safeguarding the precious resources that are our collections of books that are rapidly evolving 

into the “endangered species” of the printed page. 

 Before proceeding further, it should be noted at the outset the limitations of this 

handbook with specific regard to what is not intended to address.  First of all, the focus will 

solely be upon printed matter, so the appropriate methods of care and storage of data stored on 

analog and digital media such as vinyl records, cassette and reel-to-reel tapes, CDs, DVDs, 
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microfilm, microfiche, flash drives, hard drives or the cloud will not be addressed.  Next, it 

should be clear that the discussion will be limited to books, hard and softcover, of relatively 

standard shapes and sizes, and will not encompass the relevant methods of care and storage of 

newspapers, periodicals, pamphlets, maps, photographs or ephemera.  Specific kinds of care 

should indeed be devoted to the two preceding categories, but this handbook will not address 

these topics. It will also not focus upon the rare, valuable and antiquarian segments of book 

collections, nor the fragile books that require special care and potentially require some types of 

repair in order to remain viable. While much of the guidelines set forth here are applicable to 

every kind of book, including rare ones, these kinds of books require very specific guidelines for 

preservation which require other reference works specifically devoted to these.  

 Now that what will not be addressed has been defined, exactly what will this handbook 

focus upon?  The handbook will target the daily care recommendations for a general collection 

of books, and will be most suitable for use by the owners or managers of small archives and 

small private and public collections of hardcover and softcover books. Guidelines stated will 

certainly apply to larger institutions and lending libraries as well, but those types of 

establishments typically require a host of other considerations.  For instance, a lending library 

essentially abdicates much of the control over the care and handling of the books in its collection 

that are available for lending to the general public when such books are checked out.  Source 

material for this handbook includes a variety of expert recommendations for those who have 

devoted their careers to the archiving, conserving, maintaining or selling of books.  Moreover, I 

will reach into my own knowledge base as book collector for more than four decades.  

 This handbook consists of four primary sections concerning the storage, handling and 

maintenance of a book collection: Environment, Shelving and Other Storage, Handling, and 
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Maintenance and Special Care. Each is perhaps of equal significance, although the relevant 

section on shelving may be most critical for the owner or manager of a book collection because it 

is the single area in which that individual can make the most immediate and lasting impact with 

only a small investment in time and resources.  

 

Figure 1: Parts of a Book5 
 

ENVIRONMENT 

 

 The environment in which the book collection is housed should be of primary concern.  

Ogden asserts with some conviction: “The vast majority of all . . . [books] could be preserved 

without treatment and at low cost through preservation measures to reduce their rates of 

deterioration and wear, thereby extending their lives … Controlling the environment . . . reduces 

the rate of deterioration.”6  Critical components of environmental conditions include exposure to 

light, climate (typically treated as the two distinct but related topics of temperature and relative 
                                                 
5 “Parts of a Book,” History Bound, http://www.historybound.net/blog/?p=58, accessed October 11, 2012, 1. 
6 Ogden, 4. 
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humidity), pollutants, and the general safety from theft, fire, water damage, mold and insect 

infestation.  Another consideration is the type of materials utilized for displaying and storing the 

collection, but this topic will be treated in a subsequent section. 

Light 

 Perhaps the most shocking fact for a bibliophile clutching a favorite volume, ensconced 

in an easy chair in a brightly lit room surrounded by his personal library, is that all light is highly 

detrimental to books and paper, and always contributes to some degree of deterioration. “Why do 

you think Medieval Libraries were dark? Did you think they didn’t know how to build 

windows?” is the rhetorical flourish – with tongue only partly in cheek -- in a guide to caring for 

books from the Tappin Book Mine, a Florida based used bookstore.  In fact, all light is potentially 

damaging to books, although sunlight and florescent light are the most dangerous.  The resultant 

chemical deterioration varies based upon the sensitivity of the material in the book and the type 

and length of exposure. The ultraviolet light that is a component of natural and florescent 

lighting more rapidly encourages oxidation of “. . . dyes and inks in cloth, leather and paper, 

causing fading and discoloration. The damage is more than aesthetic.”  Fading is the most 

noticeable characteristic, which many falsely assume to be superficial.  In fact, it is also a red 

flag of much more significant deterioration due to oxidation and other harmful chemical 

reactions. The chemical processes are somewhat complex:  “Oxidation causes a breakdown of 

cellulose chains; in turn, that breakdown results in weakened paper and frayed cloth covers.  

Light exposure also accelerates the aging process in leather.” The molecules in the book’s 

materials absorb light energy which causes various chemical reactions such as oxidation which 

can damage the materials in a process known as “photochemical deterioration.”7  

                                                 
7 “Book Care for Bibliophiles,” Tappin Book Mine,  http://www.tappinbookmine.com/bookcar2.htm, accessed 
September 5, 2012, 2; “Preserving Personal Books and Papers, ” American Museum of Natural History. 
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As Preservation Consultant Beth Lindblom Patkus explains:  

Each molecule in an object requires a minimum amount of energy to begin a chemical 
reaction . . . called its activation energy . . . If the light energy . . . equals or exceeds the 
activation energy of a particular molecule, the molecule is excited,’ or made available for 
chemical reactions . . . [such as] oxidation, in which the ‘excited’ molecule transfers its 
energy to an oxygen molecule, which then reacts with other molecules to initiate 
damaging chemical reactions.8 
 

 Reading about the potential for light inflicted deterioration is disturbing, especially when 

one considers that such damage is cumulative, permanent, and irreversible. Still, it is unrealistic 

to attempt to avoid such harm entirely if the book collection is displayed and accessible to the 

reader or researcher.  Only boxed books can be completely cut off from light for long periods, 

and this kind of storage offers its own brand of potential hazards, to be discussed in another 

section.  Patkus muses on the inherent conundrum: “It would be ideal to keep collections 

sheltered from all light, but this is clearly impractical. Even collections stored away from light 

must sometimes be used . . . A difficult balance must be maintained between the desire to protect 

materials and the need to make them accessible.9   

Therefore, for the sake of convenience, aesthetics and accessibility, most books will have 

to be exposed to some forms of light for some periods of time.  Given that, the focus must placed 

upon reducing exposure to the most harmful forms of illumination as well as minimizing the 

overall exposure to all light sources.  The primary targets must be sunlight and florescent 

lighting, which as noted produce high levels of the most damaging ultraviolet radiation. Relocate 

                                                                                                                                                             
http://library.amnh.org/library-services/conservation/preserving-personal-books-and-papers, accessed September 4, 
2012, 1; “Preserving Books in Your Home Library,” Cornell University Library, 
http://www.library.cornell.edu/preservation/publications/PreservingBooks.pdf, accessed September 4, 2012, 9,13; 
Beth Lindblom Patkus,  “The Environment 2.4: Protection from Light Damage.” Preservation Leaflets, Northeast 
Document and Preservation Center. 
http://www.nedcc.org/resources/leaflets/2The_Environment/04ProtectionFromLight.php, accessed September 4, 
2012, 1-2. 
8 Patkus, 2. 
9 Alison Walker, “Basic Preservation,” British Library Preservation Advisory Center, 2010. 
http://www.bl.uk/blpac/pdf/basic.pdf, accessed September 5, 2012., 6; Patkus, 2, 6-7. 
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shelving that is currently in a high risk area for direct, intense daylight, such as a sun porch. 

Utilize shades, curtains and blinds to block or minimize daylight from windows. Plastic 

ultraviolet filtering films are also an option.  Ultraviolet filters should be applied to existing 

florescent lighting. Filters are available in two different formats of “soft, thin plastic sleeves and 

hard plastic tubes;” the sleeves are less expensive and just as effective.  Filters do have a limited 

lifespan, however, and must be replaced over time.  In tandem with such filters, shopping for 

florescent tubes that emit lower levels of UV radiation is highly recommended.  Larger 

institutions with adequate funding and wealthy collectors can seek more high tech solutions by 

turning to the new technologies such as fiber optic lighting and the electrodeless lamp, but for 

most the best compromise is to rely on the old-fashioned, heat-generating and not-very-efficient 

incandescent lighting for rooms full of books – the common light bulb, which emits very little 

UV and remains the safest form of illumination for library materials.  When not in use, save 

energy and reduce light-generated deterioration by turning off the lights!  Timers and 

“occupancy sensors” can also be installed to turn lights off automatically.  As Patkus reminds us: 

“Any reduction of visible light reduces long-term damage.”10 

Climate 

 The topic of climate in book preservation is critical, although it is an area where the 

optimum conditions are difficult to attain for the personal library or the small institution without 

a considerable investment.  Larger institutions often have to the capability to deliver more 

consistently in this regard because they already possess central climate control for their 

collections. If central climate control is out of reach for whatever reason, there are steps that can 

                                                 
10 “Book Care for Bibliophiles,” 2; “Caring For Your Treasures: Books – How To Protect Your Books,” American 
Institute for Conservation of Historic and Conservation Works (AIC),  
http://www.conservationus.org/index.cfm?fuseaction=Page.viewPage&pageId=626&parentID=497, accessed 
September 5, 2012, 1; Walker, 6; “Preserving Books in Your Home Library;” 12; Patkus 2-3, 6-7. 
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be taken to relocate portions of the collection in a home or facility where damage due to climate 

extremes is less likely.  

Climate considerations primarily reference temperature and relative humidity (RH), 

which are distinct characteristics but should be evaluated in tandem because while often the more 

damaging factor is relative humidity, temperature has a significant impact upon levels of relative 

humidity. Excessive heat and relative humidity are dangerous accelerants to the deterioration 

processes in books and their component parts.  Relative humidity is expressed as a ratio of the 

amount of water vapor held in a specific amount of air; higher temperatures automatically mean 

that the air can hold more water vapor. “High relative humidity provides the moisture necessary 

to promote harmful chemical reactions in materials and, in combination with high temperatures, 

encourages mould growth and insect activity.” As in our earlier discussion of illumination, the 

science sounds complex at first blush, but in fact a detailed understanding of climate factors or 

chemical processes is unnecessary: the important point is to become familiar with appropriate 

guidelines for temperature and relative humidity and to enforce these vigorously in areas where 

books are stored.11  

High temperatures and high relative humidity present the greatest threats to the integrity 

of books.  Temperatures above 72˚F (22˚C) causes degradation of paper, adhesives and other 

materials.  Theoretically, the rate of deterioration doubles for every 10˚F increase in temperature! 

High humidity (above 60%RH) distorts covers and paper and can, as noted earlier, promote mold 

growth that causes permanent damage.  Inactive mold spores are ever present, but only spring to 

life with high humidity, growing and digesting “. . . its substrate, causing permanent weakening 

and staining . . .” in books.  Acidification is the chief concern, and high temperatures and relative 

humidity will cause the chemicals in paper to acidify, often in proportion to these climatic 
                                                 
11 Walker, 6. 
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elements. While not as frequently discussed in the literature, low temperatures (below freezing) 

can cause adhesives to fail and produce condensation, while extremely low humidity (below 

30%RH) can cause covers to warp and book materials to become brittle. Low humidity is 

sometimes characteristic in winter months in buildings with central heating.12  

The American Museum of Natural History (AMNH) Library keeps its collection at 40-

45%RH, but recognizing that this may not be achievable for most private collections, AMNH 

recommends a target of somewhere below 65%RH. Others suggestions from various sources 

include: an average of 70˚F and 50˚RH; or a more flexible 65˚-72˚F with 30-50o%RH. Still, it 

turns out that the most important overall climate factor is consistency that avoids extreme 

fluctuations in temperature.  Dramatic changes in temperature and relative humidity can have a 

devastating effect upon a collection.  Here’s the boring science part: books are “. . . hydroscopic, 

readily absorbing and releasing moisture.  They respond to diurnal and seasonal changes in 

temperature and relative humidity by expanding and contracting . . . [such] Dimensional changes 

accelerate deterioration.” So the key is limiting extreme swings in temperature while attempting 

to keep to lower temperatures and relative humidity ratios.  Of course, it should not be 

overlooked that human beings must abide comfortably in this same environment.  Set guidelines 

and work to achieve these.13 

But how?  Any layman will wonder how – after tackling something as basic but 

challenging as illumination – one could possibly conquer a monster obstacle like climate! Well, 

first of all, just as in the exercise on light, common sense goes a long way.  Books should not be 

shelved or stored on a sun porch!  Also to be assiduously avoided would be areas that experience 

                                                 
12 “Preserving Books in Your Home Library,” 10; “Preserving Personal Books and Papers,” 1; “Book Care for 
Bibliophiles,” 2; Walker,7. 
13 “Preserving Personal Books and Papers,” 1; “Caring For Your Treasures,” 1; “Preserving Books in Your Home 
Library,” 10; Walker, 7. 
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extreme temperatures and levels of moisture such as attics, basements and garages.  Keep books 

at a distance from radiators, vents and fireplaces. Avoid placing shelving against outside walls if 

possible, a source of “pockets of cool damp air” and never store books where moisture is 

prevalent. Bookshelves should be placed on inside walls, at least three inches away from wall, 

and away from windows, in an area where there is good ventilation.  Do not use closed cabinets 

where air does not circulate. If boxing books, use plastic storage containers rather than 

corrugated cardboard and add packets of silica gel to reduce moisture.  Keep boxes on pallets, 

and at least four inches from walls, ceilings and floors.14 

Air conditioning is highly recommended as a means of achieving more consistent year 

round temperatures.  One source calls air conditioning a “thermal flywheel” that serves as a 

general corrective to swings in temperature and relative humidity.  Still, air conditioning can 

grant a false sense of security by fostering an environment with cool temperatures and high 

humidity. A quality dehumidifier can really help, but it is critical that the latter is emptied 

regularly lest it fosters the growth of colonies of mold. Temperature and relative humidity can 

easily and inexpensively be monitored with instruments or the climate indicator cards available 

vendors of archival supplies.15 

Other Environmental Issues 

 Pollutants can be damaging to books over time.  External pollution – for example,   

industrial smoke that might come in an open window -- is difficult to manage unless the building 

is equipped with central climate control and filtering devices. “Air pollution contains sulphur 

dioxide, oxides of nitrogen, ozone, and carbon dioxide, all of which may be absorbed into book 

                                                 
14 “Care, Handling, and Storage of Books,” Preservation, Library of Congress, 
http://www.loc.gov/preservation/care/books.html, accessed September 4, 2012, 1;  “Preserving Personal Books and 
Papers,” 1; “Caring For Your Treasures,” 1; “Preserving Books in Your Home Library,” 14.  
15 “Book Care for Bibliophiles,” 2; “Preserving Books in Your Home Library,” 10.  
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materials and produce sulfuric . . . and other acids.” On the other hand, if the air quality is not 

bad, open windows and fresh air fosters good air circulation, which is beneficial.  Screens should 

be in use to keep out insects and dust particles.  Most internal pollutants are easier to mitigate.  

Don’t allow smoking near the book collection.  Don’t shelve books in a kitchen area where the 

by-products of cooking – smoke, soot, grease, food odors – can impact them.  Likewise, don’t 

shelve books adjacent to a fireplace or wood stove that produces smoke.  Other more complex 

internal pollutants such as “gaseous pollutants” generated as the byproducts of the decay of 

wooden shelving and paint, are far more difficult and expensive to address.16 

 Mold has received some earlier attention, but there are other biological enemies to your 

book collection, including rodents, birds and insects.  The latter pose the greatest danger, 

especially in warm climates where cockroaches, silverfish, book worms and other pests thrive. 

“Book lice” are attracted to mold, an indicator that the RH is too high. The best form of 

prevention seems to be a clean, air-conditioned environment. If there is an existing infestation, 

use a professional exterminator. Also, storing books in cardboard boxes rather than plastic totes 

can foster an environment conducive to colonies of mice and/or insects.17 

 Remaining threats to a book collection are mostly obvious and can best be managed with 

common sense.  Like all valuable possessions, books should be guarded against fire, water 

damage and theft.  Previous section have already identified basements, attics and garages as bad 

places to store books, as well as in kitchens and adjacent to fireplaces and wood stoves. Such a 

strategy of avoidance will automatically help protect you against birds, rodents, insects, fire and 

water damage, as well.  Books should also not be stored adjacent to leaky roofs or pipes, or 

anywhere where water is frequently in use and could splash on the collection.  Moreover, don’t 

                                                 
16 “Preserving Books in Your Home Library,” 13; Walker, 5. 
17 Walker, 4-5; “Book Care for Bibliophiles,” 3; “Preserving Books in Your Home Library,” 14. 
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place shelving beneath pipes or in a room with a bathroom located above it. Food and drink 

should likewise be kept away from a book collection.  Theft issues are more applicable to an 

institutional than to a personal collection, unless the latter is especially valuable. Strategies to 

guard against theft vary. Lending libraries are limited in protecting their books against various 

threats in that they have little control over a book out on loan. Archives and other non-lending 

institutions can do much better. On the home side, strict rules against loaning out books are 

highly recommended.  As one source urges: “Just say no.”18 

Perhaps nineteenth century bibliophile William Blades sums the general effort up best: 

“The surest way to preserve your books in health is to treat them as you would your own 

children, who are sure to sicken if confined in an atmosphere which is impure, too hot, too cold, 

too damp or too dry.”19 

 

SHELVING AND OTHER STORAGE 

 

 Perhaps not surprisingly, it turns out that the safest places to store books are on 

bookshelves.  While this may seem obvious, it should be noted that books are often found 

haphazardly stacked in corners, incorrectly boxed for eventual storage or simply strewn about, in 

both personal libraries, used bookstores and professional institutions. These practices where in 

evidence are a significant threat to the long term preservation of a book collection and should be 

discontinued at once. All books should be shelved or boxed for storage in a safe, organized 

fashion. Shelving, when space permits, is most ideal of course for it fosters not only the optimum 

                                                 
18 “Book Care for Bibliophiles,” 4; “Preserving Books in Your Home Library,” 14. 
19 William Blades, The Enemies of Books, London, 1880 as cited in Walker, 1. 
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environment for book storage but also offers the convenience of accessibility to the reader and 

researcher.  

 Most collections are housed in extant shelving.  Some of what is currently in use may not 

meet the current standards of most desirable, especially in a home collection.  Guidelines call for 

shelving to be anodized aluminum or powdered-coated steel rather than wood.  Of wooden 

shelving, oak is considered the worst choice. If wood is in use, it must be sealed, but not with 

“oil or alkyd-based paints and sealants.” Closed cabinets with poor air circulation should never 

be used. Most homes and small institutions will have to make do with what they have in place, of 

course, but it is advised that good ventilation is the best line of defense against chemical off-

gassing from shelf materials that could be potentially damaging. As noted earlier, shelves should 

be located whenever possible on inside walls, away from windows and direct sunlight, with at 

least three inches between the wall and the back of the bookcase.20 

 Shelving alone is not adequate, however.  Shelving must be done properly in order to 

store books safely.  Improper shelving is arguably the most significant cause of damage to books 

in a collection over the long term.  In most cases, this is simply because the owner or manager of 

the collection is unaware of proper shelving procedures and equally ignorant of the long term 

consequences of improper shelving. 

Books should be stood vertically and organized on shelves whenever possible by size.  

This is because books of like sizes support the faces of each other well and leave little 

unsupported to warp or curl over time. (Softcover books are at most risk in this regard.) Still, this 

is not always easy to achieve.  While some home collections are organized by style or color as a 

component of décor – Martha Stewart lobbies for a bookcase of red or green covered Loeb 

Harvard Classics to round out a room accented in the corresponding color – this hardly typical; 
                                                 
20 “Preserving Books in Your Home Library,” 14.  
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all institutional and most personal libraries are often somewhat rigidly organized by topic.  Such 

topical shelving often presents a variety of book sizes that would seem to confound efforts to 

shelve according to this maxim. Yet, it turns out that more books are of similar size than not.  

Remove extra-large “oversize” books and very small ones (such as Loeb pocket size editions), as 

well as those that are markedly long, especially softcover varieties.  A special shelving section 

should be devoted to oversize and miniature volumes where these can support each other 

properly. Extra oversize volumes such as atlases can be damaged simply by upright storage as 

the weight of the pages pull away from the binding.  Unusual volumes such as these are typically 

best stored lying down. Do not stack these more than two or three volumes high, with the largest 

one on the bottom. Some recommend utilizing protective pads, such as polyester felt, between 

these stacked books.21 

 Since shelving by like size already reveals the benefits of support and the detrimental 

nature of its absence, the next aspect of shelving should appear as a logical corollary: do not 

shelve books too tightly or too loosely. In the case of the former, books may become damaged on 

the face or the spine if forced too tightly together over long periods. Moreover, the potential for 

damage increases when someone is attempting to remove a volume from a tightly packed shelf.  

Likewise, when books are shelved too loosely, the desired support is not achieved and books – 

especially softcovers – warp and sag over time.  With this in mind, the use of bookends is 

essential whenever a shelf is unfilled.  Be sure the bookends have smooth surfaces that do not in 

themselves introduce potentially harmful threats to the last book in the row. Never lean the final 

volume against the stack – over a period of time it will warp to the shape of the lean!22  

                                                 
21 Martha Stewart, Home and Garden: Decorating by Color, http://www.marthastewart.com/274785/red-
rooms/@center/276997/decorating-color#/217816,  accessed October 9, 2012; “Caring For Your Treasures,” 1.  
22 Ian C. Ellis, Book Finds, Third Edition,  (NY: Berkley Publishing Group, 2006), 234-35. 
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 A final note in best shelving practices: pull your books up almost to the edge of the shelf 

but leave about an inch between the shelf edge and the row of books.  This space will reveal dust 

and insect activity if present – it will also provide some protection from an unexpected roof leak! 

Never push books to the back of the shelf, which prevents proper air circulation and can 

encourage the development of a micro-environment that fosters condensation and mold growth.  

Likewise, never allow the book to overhang the shelf: because the book is not fully supported 

when the spine extends over the edge of the shelf, stress occurs on pages attached to the spine 

which will deform and otherwise damage the book over extended periods. If books must lie 

down – as in the case of an atlas, for instance – be sure that they lie on a level surface such as a 

shelf.  If you must stack these books, place the large and heaviest on the bottom and use care 

when stacking to not place too much weight on any one part of the books.23  

 If space constraints force portions of a collection to be boxed, then special care must be 

devoted to best practices in boxing books to avoid damage. Acid-free archival quality containers 

are required, with the plastic watertight variety far superior to the corrugated cardboard options. 

Cardboard and tape encourage acidification over time. Never wrap contents in plastic garbage 

bags which emit harmful chemical gases as they degrade.  Small boxes are recommended, which 

are easier to pack and handle safely to avoid stress and damage to the contents. If possible, pack 

the books just the way they sit on a shelf, neither too snugly nor too loosely.  This is not always 

practical, however, so often the best option is to lay all books flat in the box, putting the heavier 

volumes on the bottom and stacking by size in an organized fashion, making sure they are not 

twisted.  As with shelving, never store books on their spines or edges.  Seal boxes completely. 

Check boxes from time to time for signs of moisture or mold.  A previous section covered where 

books should never be stored – attics, basements and garages – but space constraints may compel 
                                                 
23 “Caring For Your Treasures,” 1. 
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storage in an otherwise undesirable basement area.  In this case, be sure the containers are 

palletized and located at least four inches away from the walls.  Use a dehumidifier. I store my 

overstock in watertight plastic totes with silica gel packets to absorb additional moisture.24 

 

HANDLING 

 

 Handling includes a variety of related topics, from the proper way to take a book off the 

shelf to how to best ensure it does not get damaged during its time in your lap or on a table.  First 

of all, have clean, washed hands before handling any book: “Most of the dirt on book covers and 

pages is accumulated grime from oily fingerprints.  While invisible initially, finger grease 

becomes all too visible as it oxidizes and collects dirt.”25   

 Many books are damaged by improperly removing them from the shelf.  Never pull a 

book out by tugging on the top of the spine, known as the headcap or headband, because the 

headcap is easily torn.  Instead, put an index finger along the top edge of the book and rock in 

place and gently pull back.  Even better, push the books in slightly on either side of the one you 

want so you can grip the book easily in the middle and gently pull it out.26  

 Once off the shelf, careful handling is critical. Books are designed to be cradled partially 

open, not pushed down flat which causes stress and resultant damage to spine and joints. Forcing 

a book open all the way, especially a new book, can crack the spine and damage the binding.  If a 

book is opened on a table, place supports – such as other books or a rolled up towel – under each 

cover to mitigate the stress. Likewise, don’t turn an open book face down on a table, which 

                                                 
24 “Book Care for Bibliophiles,” 2-3; “Preserving Books in Your Home Library,” 15; “Caring For Your Treasures,” 
1; Walker, 2. 
25 “Caring For Your Treasures,”  2; “Care, Handling, and Storage of Books,” 1. 
26 “Preserving Books in Your Home Library,15; “Caring For Your Treasures,” 2; “Care, Handling, and Storage of 
Books,” 1; Ellis, 235. 
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causes the spine to stretch to an 180˚ angle, permanently damaging it; thereafter it will usually 

open to that spot.27  

 Some handling tips are common sense: don’t smoke, eat or drink near your books.  Not 

only are stains from food and drink permanent, but food particles can attract insects and other 

creatures. At home some of that advice may be impractical, but if you do have a drink while 

reading, keep it away from the book so if it spills it doesn’t soak the pages.  Obviously, don’t 

ever use a book as a coaster, and Tappin whimsically but appropriately urges that you: “Insult 

people who do.” Don’t lick your fingers when you turn the pages of a book. Don’t write, 

underline or highlight your books – ever!  Try to restrain the urge to mark, stamp, emboss or 

attach bookplates to your books to identify them as your own.  If bookplates are essential, obtain 

quality professionally produced bookplates.  Never “dog-ear” -- fold the pages of a book – to 

mark your place.  Don’t use the barrel of a pen or anything else to hold your place except paper 

acid-free bookmarks. Never use metal or plastic paper clips, rubber bands, tape or other 

adhesives, ribbons, string, sticky notes (i.e. Post-Its) or anything else except paper bookmarks on 

or inside of a book for any reason – all of these can damage, bond or leave residue on a book, 

immediately or over time. Don’t use books as a place to press flowers or store newspaper 

clippings or letters. Another note: keep pets away from books!28 

 In libraries and similar institutions, one of the greatest causes of damage to books is the 

common photocopier.  A previous section discussed the damage inherent in forcing a book face 

down on a table.  This is exactly what occurs when a book is pressed down on the glass of a 
                                                 
27 “Caring For Your Treasures,” 2; Ellis, 235. 
 
28 Proper Care and Handling of Books and Paper Materials, 
http://www.library.illinois.edu/prescons/preserve/materials.html; “Preserving Personal Books and Papers,”1-2; 
“Preserving Books in Your Home Library,” 15-16; “Care, Handling, and Storage of Books,” 1; “Book Care for 
Bibliophiles,” 1-2; “Caring For Your Treasures,” 2; Ellis, 221; “Book Care and Handling Tips,” Preservation of 
Library Materials at Smith, Smith College Libraries, http://www.smith.edu/libraries/info/preservation, accessed 
September 5, 2012, 1.  
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copier!  The only relatively safe from of copying is to use a photocopier that has an edge 

platform with a 90˚ opening so one side of the book can lay flat while the other is properly 

supported. Ultraviolet light exposure from copiers is probably not unsafe for a single copy.  If 

multiple copies are required, use the initial copy to make additional duplicates.29  

 In general, handle books with great care.  Chastise those who fail to do the same.  And 

never loan books out.  Handling, like the environment where your books are housed and the way 

you house them, is a critical piece to the preservation effort.  Perhaps the most critical.  Light, 

temperature, relative humidity, shelving practices – all of these can be rigidly observed and yet 

irreparable damage can be visited upon a book in just an instant of carelessness.  Be careful! 

 

MAINTENANCE AND SPECIAL CARE 

 

Housekeeping is essential for preservation. Books should be dusted regularly.  Dust can 

contain dirt and other pollutants, is abrasive by nature and – most critically – contains mold 

spores.  A soft brush is recommended, or “‘magnetic’ wiping cloths that hold dust using an 

electrostatic charge. (Swiffer cloths are one commercial brand.)” Never use cloths treated with 

liquids or chemicals. Far superior to cloths, however, is a vacuum fitted with a HEPA filtration 

system and a soft brush attachment.  HEPA – high efficiency particulate air – filtration 

effectively removes microscopic particles such as mold spores.  Holding the book upright, 

always wipe or brush from the spine towards the front of the book, then clean all the sides and 

edges, back to front. At one time, leather books were oiled as part of regular maintenance. It is 

                                                 
29 “Caring For Your Treasures,” 2; “Preserving Books in Your Home Library,” 16; “Photocopying of Library and 
Archive Materials,” National Preservation Office, British Library, February 2000,  
http://www.bl.uk/blpac/pdf/photocopy.pdf, accessed September 3, 2012, 1-5. 
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now clear that such treatment not only does nothing to prolong the life of the leather, but is in 

fact often detrimental.30 

This is as good a place as any to mention Mylar covers which serious book collectors and 

many institutions employ as a matter of course to protect books and jackets.  Commonly known 

as a Dust Jacket Protector (DJP), Mylar covers offer a valuable added layer of protection to 

books and book covers that could significantly extend their life spans, keeping dirt out, 

preventing rubbing against adjacent volumes and adding a “shiny . . . visual appeal” that 

enhances shelf aesthetics. Mylar is available in single sheets or rolls that can be cut to size.  Be 

sure the ones you purchase are acid-free. If you are starting from scratch, this is an in investment 

and a gargantuan effort, but it will pay off in the long term.31  

A note on book restoration and repair: unless you are a professional or have experience 

with conservation and restoration methods, don’t do it!  You are likely to do more harm than 

good: the wrong kind of repair attempt will simply exacerbate the original need for repair.  Never 

use tape to attempt to repair pages or binding.  Of course, you may want to learn how to properly 

repair and restore books.  In that case, there are courses available and books on conservation and 

restoration you could study.  If you do, I would recommend practicing on mass market 

paperbacks from a discard bin.  In any event, this topic is beyond the scope of this handbook. 

 

AFTERWORD 

 

 It is hoped that the contents of this handbook will a be useful tool for the librarian, the 

archivist, or the home book collector who places a great value in books, even and especially in 

                                                 
30 Walker, 2; “Preserving Books in Your Home Library,” 12, “Caring For Your Treasures,” 2. 
31 Ellis, 235-7; “Book Care for Bibliophiles,” 4.  
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books that don’t necessarily have any value other than their contents.  The handbook is by no 

means exhaustive.  An entire volume could be written just about illumination issues, but much of 

that material would not only be esoteric but hardly applicable for someone who owns or manages 

a modest book collection.  The same could be said of climate issues and other topics.  In the 

course of my research, I discovered that most of the sources were either highly complex and 

weighted towards the arcane, or tended to be somewhat simplistic and superficial. I tried to strike 

a balance in this handbook that would provide easy to follow guidelines to be effected in the real 

world, as well as a more detailed background that could be utilized as the basis for an expanded 

knowledge base.  I can only hope that in some small way I have succeeded in this effort.  

 

Figure 2: A Section of the Author's Personal Library32 
                                                 
32 Photograph by the author. 
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